chapter XIV
THE CHINESE
T
HE situation existing in China to-day is the inevitable
consequence of evolution. Sooner or later the rude
awakening was bound to occur. World events, external
contacts, the foreigner's greed of wealth, the growing spirit of
nationalism in the country itself brought about the realisation
that Chinese philosophy was not infallible nor its situation
invulnerable. These accumulated circumstances hurried rather
than caused the end of the old system. It might have been
possible for China to have evaded for a further limit of time the
consequences. But to have escaped them altogether was out of
the question. The rapid advance of Western progress and
Western influence in the last hundred years undermined the
thirty centuries of China's historical civilization and twenty
centuries more of still earlier tradition. The idol's feet were
found to be of clay and the structure that dated from time
immemorial tottered and fell. The foundations, it is true, remain,
embedded in the race itself, in the vastness of the country and its
immense population. What will be rebuilt upon those founda-
tions is still a matter of surmise.
The civilization of China was contemporary with that of early
Egypt and earlier than that of Greece and it survived both for a
period of over 2,000 years and in all that long period it was
continuous and almost unchanged. It adopted little but
absorbed much. Firm in the belief in its own supremacy, a
quarter of the population of the world carried on its existence in
self-satisfied seclusion. Rich in art, honouring literature as a
religion, with an aristocracy based on learning alone and therefore
accessible to all, practising a philosophy that penetrated and
ordained every detail of everyone's life from the Emperor to the
peasant; with beliefs that were unshakable and convictions
that were never questioned the edifice withstood both external
and internal shocks. Dynasties changed, Mongol and Manclm
conquered and ruled but the stability of China remained un-
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